Every minute of every day, your body heals, repairs, and regenerates you from the inside out. Yet everyday exposure to heavy metals and toxins builds up, and blocks your body’s natural abilities. Natural zeolite is nature’s answer to our toxic body burden.

Breakthrough sound wave technology creates the world’s first colloidal zeolite. Touchstone Essentials’ Pure Body Extra colloidal zeolite helps clean out the chemicals from the body—with an easy-to-use spray—so you can make room for healthy in your life.*

**Why Detox? Toxins:**

- Store in your fat cells, making it hard to lose weight.
- Mess with your memory, clarity and focus.
- Interfere with your immune system.
- Disrupt your endocrine systems, affecting your energy, sleep and quality of life.
- Are unavoidable! They are in the food you eat, water you drink and air you breathe.

**Clinoptilolite Zeolite:**

- Research shows it selectively binds to toxins including mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic, radioactive particles and volatile organic compounds.
- Extensively studied for efficacy (pubmed.gov).
- Granted GRAS status by the FDA (Generally Recognized as Safe).
- Helps to balance the body’s pH, considered essential for good health.
- Acts like a magnet to attract and trap heavy metals and positively-charged toxins in and onto its crystalline structure.

**Doctor Recommended**

“Detoxification is the cornerstone of anti-aging medicine and a preventive measure to chronic medical challenges for all ages. I recommend Pure Body as a safe, natural and non-invasive way to systemically detoxify heavy metals.”

—Maria Sulindro, M.D. ABAAM, Board Certified in Anti-Aging Medicine

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.*